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Résumé : La plupart des problèmes d'optimisation ombinatoire sont NP-di iles, 'est-

à-dire qu'ils ne peuvent être résolus en temps polynomial que si les lasses P et NP sont
identiques. Pour es problèmes on peut espérer soit trouver des algorithmes d'approximation,
soit prouver qu'ils ne peuvent pas être approximés de manière e a e.
En 2002 S. Khot formula la Conje ture des Jeux Uniques (UGC), qui géneralise le théorème
PCP et impliquerait d'importants résultats d'innaproximabilité pour plusieurs problèmes
d'optimisation ombinatoire (par exemple Max Cut ou Vertex Cover). Intuitivement,
la UGC dit que, pour une ertaine lasse de jeux, appelés uniques, il est NP-dur de dé ider
si l'on peut trouver une solution pro he de l'optimale, ou si toutes les solutions sont loin de
l'optimale.
Cette onje ture est devenue un problème ouvert des plus importants dans la théorie de la
omplexité et de l'approximation.
Dans et arti le nous étudions un problème très relié à la UGC: Max-E2-Lin2 dans les
graphes bipartis. Dans Max-E2-Lin2 on a un graphe G ayant deux type d'arêtes, requérant
soit la même soit diérente ouleur pour ses extrémités. Le but est de 2- olorer les sommets
de G en maximisant le nombre d'arêtes satisfaites. Nous prouvons que e problème est APXomplet dans les graphes bipartis et, en utilisant le Théorème de Répétition Paralèlle, nous
dis utons les onséquen es de e résultat dans le adre des jeux uniques et la UGC.
Mots- lés : Computational Complexity, Unique Games, Parallel Repetition, Hardness of

Approximation.
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Abstra t: Most

ombinatorial optimization problems are NP-hard, i.e. they annot be
solved in polynomial time unless P = NP. Two typi al approa hes to deal with these problems are either to devise approximation algorithms with good performan e, or to prove that
su h algorithms annot exist. In 2002 S. Khot stated the Unique Games Conje ture (UGC),
whi h generalizes the PCP Theorem. The UGC would imply signi ant hardness results for
several optimization problems (e.g., Max Cut or Vertex Cover). Loosely speaking, the
UGC states that for a lass of games ( alled unique ) in whi h the optimal solution takes
values between 0 and 1, it is NP-hard to de ide whether the optimal is lose to 0 or lose
to 1.
This onje ture has be ome one of the most outstanding open problems in omplexity and
approximation theory. In this arti le we study a problem whi h turns out to be losely
related to the UGC: Max-E2-Lin2 in bipartite graphs. The input of Max-E2-Lin2 is a
graph G with two types of edges. Namely, ea h edge requires its end-verti es to be olored
with either the same olor or dierent olors. The obje tive is to 2- olor the verti es of G
maximizing the number of satised edges. The problem is known to be APX- omplete in
general graphs. In this arti le we prove that the problem remains APX- omplete in bipartite
graphs and, using the Parallel Repetition Theorem, we dis uss the onsequen es that this
result ould have in the framework of unique games and the UGC.
Key-words: Computational Complexity, Unique Games, Parallel Repetition, Hardness of

Approximation.

Sur la Conje ture des Jeux Uniques
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Introdu tion

A unique game onsists of an undire ted onne ted graph G = (V, E), a olor set C ,
and for ea h edge (i, j) with i < j a permutation πi,j : C → C . A oloring of the graph
c : V → C fullls (or satises ) an edge (i, j) if πi,j (c(i)) = c(j). Trevisan gives a ni e
introdu tion to unique games in [10℄. If a oloring fullls all the edges, then knowing the
olor at one vertex uniquely determines all the other olors. That is the reason why su h a
game is alled unique. One an e iently determine whether su h a oloring exists by trying
all possible olors at one node to see if any of the resulting oloring fullls all the edges.
However it might be di ult to determine whether one an fulll some large fra tion of the
edges. In 2002, Subhash Khot dened the Unique Games Conje ture (UGC for short) :

For every onstant δ > 0 there is a
xed nite olor lass C su h that it is NP-hard to distinguish the following 2 ases for any
unique game with olor lass C :
1. There is some oloring that fullls at least a (1 − δ)-fra tion of the edges.
2. Every oloring fullls at most a δ -fra tion of the edges.
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Conje ture 1.1 (Unique Games Conje ture [4℄)

Sin e it was rst formulated in 2002, the UGC has be ome one of the most hallenging
open problems in omputational omplexity [5, 6, 8, 10℄. The UGC is a strengthening of the
Probabilisti ally Che kable Proof (PCP) Theorem. If the UGC were true, it would have
important onsequen es for the theory of omplexity and approximation. For instan e, it
would imply that any improvement in approximating Max Cut below 0.878567 would for e
P = NP [6℄, and that Vertex Cover would be hard to approximate within 2-ε [7℄.
In this arti le we study a problem whi h seems to be losely related to a parti ular
ase of the UGC. Namely, in Se tion 2 we prove that Max-E2-Lin2 in bipartite graphs is
APX- omplete, by a redu tion from 3-Max-Cut. In Se tion 3 we dis uss the relation of
this result with the UGC, in order to understand better the UGC, or even to provide an
intermediate step towards a hypotheti proof of the UGC.

2

Max-E2-Lin2 in Bipartite Graphs is APX- omplete
In this se tion we fo us on the following lassi al
Max-Ek -Lin2

NP-

omplete problem :

:

Input : a set of linear equations modulo 2 with exa tly k variables per equation.
Output : an assignment of the variables maximizing the number of equations satised.

The ase when k = 2 an be seen in a natural way as a graph optimization problem as
follows : ea h variable orresponds to a vertex, and ea h linear equation (involving exa tly
2 variables) orresponds to an edge. There are two types of edges, namely those that require their endpoints to have the same value (either 0 or 1), and those that require their
endpoints to have dierent value. In what follows, we all su h edges of type S and type
D, respe tively. Let also |S| and |D| be the number of edges of type S and D of the input
graph G, respe tively. In this ontext, an optimal solution is a 2- oloring of the verti es
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of G maximizing the number of satised edges. In the edge-weighted version, the obje tive
fun tion to be maximized is the sum of the weights of the satised edges.
Karpinski proved in [3℄ that Max-E2-Lin2 is APX- omplete in general graphs. It is
natural to ask what happens to omplexity when we restri t the input graph to being
bipartite (Max-E2-Lin2-Bip for short). We prove in Theorem 2.1 that Max-E2-Lin2-Bip
remains APX- omplete. The main reason why we study this problem, besides the fa t that
the hardness result is interesting by itself, is its lose relation with the UGC, as we shall see
in Se tion 3. Before going through the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need to introdu e another
lassi al NP- omplete problem :
d-Max-Cut :

Input : un undire ted graph G = (V, E) of degree bounded by d.
Output : a partition of V into two groups so as to maximize the number of edges
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with exa tly one endpoint in ea h group.

Observe that solving Max-Cut in a graph G is equivalent to nding a bipartite subgraph
with maximum number of edges, sin e any bipartite subgraph H ⊆ G with maximum number
of edges an be transformed into another (not ne essarily indu ed) bipartite subgraph H ′ ⊆
G ontaining H su h that |E(H ′ )| ≥ |E(H)| and V (H ′ ) = V (G).
Karpinski proved in [3℄ that 3-Max-Cut is APX- omplete, providing an approximation
algorithm with approximation ratio 1.0858, together with a hardness lower bound of 1.003.
Theorem 2.1 Max-E2-Lin2-Bip

is

APX

- omplete.

Proof: To see that Max-E2-Lin2-Bip belongs to APX, it is easy to satisfy max{|S|, |D|}p
edges of the input bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E) just by rst oloring all the verti es of
G with the same olor (fullling |S| edges), then oloring the verti es in A with olor 0 and
the verti es in B with olor 1 (fullling |D| edges), and taking the best solution. This naïve
algorithm learly provides a 2-approximation.
We prove that Max-E2-Lin2-Bip is APX-hard with a gap-preserving redu tion from
3-Max-Cut, proved to be APX-hard in [3℄. We rst deal with the edge-weighted version,
and then we des ribe how to adapt the redu tion to the unweighted ase.
Given an input graph G = (V, E) of 3-Max-Cut with maximum degree at most 3, we
onstru t an instan e G′ of Max-E2-Lin2-Bip in the following way : we put two opies
V1 and V2 of the vertex set V , i.e. there are two verti es u1 ∈ V1 and u2 ∈ V2 for ea h
vertex u ∈ V . (With slight abuse of notation, we will suppose hen eforth that to ea h pair
{u1 , v2 } ∈ V1 × V2 orresponds without ambiguity a pair {u, v} ∈ V × V , with possibly
u = v .) Then we add an edge of type D with weight 1 between u1 ∈ V1 and v2 ∈ V2 if and
only if (u, v) ∈ E , and an edge of type S with weight 4 between u1 ∈ V1 and v2 ∈ V2 if and
only if u = v . This ompletes the onstru tion of G′ = (V1 ∪ V2 , E ′ ), whi h is illustrated
with a small example in Fig. 1a. Let n = |V (G)|.
Claim 1

Any optimal solution of

Max-E2-Lin2-Bip

in G′ ontains the n edges of type S .

Let us see that given any solution H of Max-E2-Lin2-Bip in G′ , we an transform H into
a better (in terms of the weight of the satised edges) solution H ′ ontaining the n edges
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Fig. 1  Redu tion in the proof of Theorem 2.1 : a) for the weighted ase ; and b) for the
unweighted ase. The thi k edges are of type S , the others being of type D. If no weight is
displayed beside an edge, it is assumed to be 1.

of type S . Indeed, if for a vertex u the edge (u1 , u2 ) is not satised in H , then u1 and u2
have dierent olor in H . Sin e the degree of u in G is at most 3, if we hange the olor of
u1 (let H ′ be this new subgraph) then at most 3 edges with weight 1 be ome unsatised in
H ′ , but the edge (u1 , u2 ) with weight 4 is satised in H ′ . Thus, the weight of the satised
edges of H ′ is stri tly greater than the weight of those of H .
Let OP TG be the optimal value of 3-Max-Cut in G, and let OP TG′ be the optimal
value of the weighted version of Max-E2-Lin2-Bip in G′ .
Claim 2 OP TG′ = 2 · OP TG + 4n.

By Claim 1, in an optimal solution H ⊆ G′ , for ea h vertex u ∈ V (G), both verti es u1 and
u2 are olored with the same olor. So if the edge (u1 , v2 ) is satised in H , then the edge
(u2 , v1 ) is also satised. Therefore, OP TG′ is a hieved by a 2- oloring of the verti es of G
maximizing the number of edges with exa tly one endpoint in ea h olor lass. This problem
is exa tly 3-Max-Cut in G, so the laim follows.
By Claim 2, it is lear that the existen e of a PTAS for Max-E2-Lin2-Bip would imply
the existen e of a PTAS for 3-Max-Cut, whi h is a ontradi tion.
For the unweighted ase, we modify the onstru tion of G′ in the following way : for
ea h vertex u ∈ V (G), we put 8 opies u11 , . . . , u41 ∈ V1 and u12 , . . . , u42 ∈ V2 . Then we add
a omplete bipartite graph with edges of type S between the verti es u11 , . . . , u41 ∈ V1 and
u12 , . . . , u42 ∈ V2 . Finally, we add an edge of type D between u41 ∈ V1 and v24 ∈ V2 if and
only if (u, v) ∈ E (see Fig. 1b). On e again, any optimal solution for G′ ontains all the 16n
edges of type S , and OP TG′ = 2 · OP TG + 16n. The theorem follows.
2
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Relation with the Unique Games Conje ture

In this se tion we dis uss the relation of Theorem 2.1 with the UGC. First we need to
introdu e the Parallel Repetition Theorem, proved by Raz in [9℄ and further simplied by
Holenstein in [2℄. This result states that a parallel repetition of any two-prover one-round
proof system (it an be seen as a unique game in a bipartite graph, see [1℄) de reases the
probability of error at an exponential rate.
Max-E2-Lin2-Bip an be naturally thought of as a unique game G with |C| = 2 olors,
the permutation for ea h edge being either the identity or a transposition. The parallel
repetition of k times G orresponds to a unique game with |C| = 2k olors. Indeed, let us
des ribe the game when we repeat G on e. Given the input graph G of Max-E2-Lin2-Bip,
we onsider the dire t produ t G × G, and then 4 types of edges an appear, namely SS ,
SD, DS , and DD. We have that C = Z22 and |C| = 4 (more generally, if we repeat k times G
we have that C = Zk2 and |C| = 2k ). This game is abelian in the sense that, for instan e, an
edge ((a, x), (b, y)) ∈ E(G × G) of type SD is satised if and only if c(a) + c(b) ≡ 0 (mod 2)
and c(x) + c(y) ≡ 1 (mod 2). Observe that in this parti ular game all the bije tions are
translations.
Using the notation of [2, 9℄, let v < 1 be the optimal value of G . This onstant v an be
seen as the maximum probability that both players an win, ea h player orresponding to
one stable set of the bipartite graph G. This probability v orresponds to the per entage
of satised edges of an optimal solution in G. The Parallel Repetition Theorem states that
when we repeat k times G in parallel, then the probability that both players an win all
games simultaneously is at most v k , where v < 1 is a onstant depending only on v .
On the one hand, the UGC states that for every xed onstant δ > 0, there exists a olor
lass C su h that the gap (given by ases 1 and 2 in Conje ture 1.1) for any unique game
with olor lass C is [δ, 1 − δ].
On the other hand, Theorem 2.1 states that there exists a onstant 0 < α < 1 su h that
it is impossible (unless P = NP) to nd in polynomial time a solution better than (1 − α)v ,
in terms of the per entage of satised edges. This APX-hardness result an be seen as a gap
[(1 − α)v, v] for the game G , in the sense that in this interval we have no knowledge about
the optimal solution.
In order to get lose to the UGC, we need to be able to say something more about this
gap for G . If one managed to prove that the gap for the game G orresponding to Max-E2Lin2-Bip were, for instan e, [1 − 1/k 2 , v 1/k ], then the Parallel Repetition Theorem would
imply that the gap of repeating k times G would be, asymptoti ally, [1 − 1/k, v]. Sin e for
any xed onstant δ > 0 there exists an integer k su h that 1/k < δ , the interval [1 − 1/k, v]
would be ontained in [1 − δ, 1], and the upper part of the gap given by the UGC would be
overed. Finally, the same kind of argument ould be adapted to over the lower part of the
gap.
Let v̂ be a onstant su h that 1 − 1/k 2 < v̂ < 1. Summarizing, the important question
for G is the following : Provided that we know that a proportion at least (1 − 1/k 2 ) of the
edges of G an be satised, is it NP-hard to satisfy a proportion v̂ of the edges ? In other
words, the problem is whether Max-E2-Lin2-Bip an be e iently approximated when one
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knows that in an optimal solution almost all edges are satised. Equivalently, is it possible
to nd a bipartition of a graph when it is almost bipartite ?
The UGC for this lass of games would be true if we were able to have more information
on erning the two ases of Max-E2-Lin2-Bip, i.e. the ase where any solution satises
very few edges, and the ase where there exists a solution satisfying almost all edges. We
have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that, modulo an additive fa tor, Max-E2-Lin2-Bip
looks like 3-Max-Cut, so a better understanding of Max-Cut ould also provide important insights into the UGC.
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In on lusion, we showed that the problem of Max-E2-Lin2 is APX- omplete in bipartite graphs, and we saw that the parallel repetition of the game orresponding to this
problem naturally leads to unique games. Due to this strong relation, it would be very interesting to understand the hardness of Max-E2-Lin2 better, in order to shed some light
on the Unique Games Conje ture on erning unique games.
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